WHAT DAYS DO CHICKENS HATE THE MOST?
FRY-DAY

WHAT DO YOU CALL A PONY WITH A SORE THROAT?
A LITTLE HOARSE.

WHAT’S A LION RUNNING A COPY MACHINE CALLED?
A COPYCAT!

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU CROSS A CAT AND A PARROT?
A CARROT.

WHAT DO YOU CALL A BEAR WITH NO TEETH?
A GUMMY BEAR!

WHAT IS AN ASTRONAUT’S FAVORITE PLACE ON A COMPUTER?
THE SPACE BAR

WHAT DO YOU CALL AN OWL WITH ARMOR?
A KNIGHT OWL

WHY DOES A FLAMINGO ONLY LIFT UP ONE LEG?
BECAUSE IT WOULD FALL IF IT LIFTED UP BOTH LEGS